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The· Cambridge Portuguese Credit Union ("Cambridge Portuguese" or the "Credit Union"), 

Cambridge, Massachusetts has petitioned the Division of Banks (the "Division") to establish a branch office 

at 290 Central Street, Lowell, Massachusetts. _The application was submitted pursuant to the provisions of 

General Laws chapter 171, section 8. That statute authorizes a state-chartered credit union, such as 

Camqridge Portuguese, to establish and maintain one or.more branch offices in the county where its main 

office is located or on a site within twenty-five miles of the premises of its main office. Under the law, the 

establishment of a credit union branch office is subject to such notice and hearing as the Commissioner of 

Banks (the "Commissioner")may require and is subject to the written permission and any conditions which 

the Commissionermay impose. 

The record shows that the proposed Lowell site is within Middlesex County, the home county of 

the Petitioner and therefore meets that requirement of law. The application submitted was complete in its 

compliance with administrative mandates of the Division. Accordingly, notice of the application was 

posted and published in accordance with the Division's standard procedures. Based on the public responses 
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and requests received during the initial comment period, a public hearing on the matter was set by the 

Division. 
1 

The hearing, which was well attended, was held at 5:30 P.M. on March 12, 1998 at the 

Division's North Field Office, 77 East Merrimack Street, Lowell. During the oral testimony at the hearing, 

in response to numerous questions asked, and in written comrraents submitted that day and in the 

supplemental filing period, the Division received significant additional information as to the impact of the 

petition on the Credit Union and its membership; its competitors; and the area to be served by the proposed 

branch office. 

The factors on which the merits of this application has been analyzed are well settled. These 

factors were read into the record at the opening of the public hearing for the benefit of those attending the 

hearing. Since the application was submitted under section 8 of chapter 171 of the General Laws, the 

provisions of that law and related application items are considered. The financial and managerial resources 

of the Credit Union, its record of performance under the Comm unity Reinvestment Act ("CRA "), as well as 

the public convenience and advantage to be served by the proposed branch office and the competitive 

effects of the proposed transaction are also reviewed. Many of these factors are set out in section 3 of 

chapter l 67C of the General Laws which governs banking offices of state-chartered banks. The criteria set 

out in said section 3 of chapter l 67C, as interpreted by Decisions of the Division, are applicable to section 8 

of chapter 17 J .2 Moreover, the delineated criteri3. of secticm 3 is consistent with items to be resp0nded to in

the Division's application. The factors set out in said section 3 include whether competition will be 

1 

Written objections were received by the Division during the comment period. One commentator, a banking trade 

association, specifically requested a public hearing on the application. 
2 

See e.g., Decision Relative to the Relative to the Conversion of Massachusetts Federal Credit Union to a State 

Charter, (August 8, 1997) at 5 (setting out additional or supplementary administrative standards for reviewing credit 

union charter conversion applications); Decision Relative to the Application of Pittsfield G.E. Employees' Credit 

Union, Pittsfield, Massachusetts to Amend its By-laws to Change Both the Name of the Credit Union and the 

Associations Which Qualify Persons for Membership, (February 25, 1995) at 6-9 (setting out the Division's 

administrative standards for reviewing credit union membership by-law expansion amendments). 



unreasonably affected; whether public convenience and advantage wil I be promoted which consists, in part, 

of showing of net new benefits. As defined in that law, net new benefits includes initial capital investments; 

job creation plans; consumer and business services and commitments to maintain and open banking offices 

within an institution's community. The Divisior. reviewed all documents, materials, testimony and issues 

raised relative to this application in light of the foregoing factors. 

At the time the application was filed, Cambridge Portuguese had total assets of approximately 

$64,500,000.00 and shares and deposits of $60,500,000.00. The Credit Union's annual report filed as of 

December 31, 1997 shows total membership of 9,807. The Credit Union served that membership from two 

banking offices, its main office in Cambridge and a branch office in Somerville. The Credit Union's shares 

and deposits are insured by the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund (the "NCUSIF'). Shares and 

deposits in excess of federal insurance limits are insured by the Massachusetts Credit Union Share 

Insurance Corporation (the "Corporation"), a private, industry sponsored, excess share insurer. 

The site of the proposed branch office of Cambridge Portuguese is located in the central business 

district of Lowell. The property is commercially zoned and was previously occupied by a financial 

institution. As such it is fully equipped for teller transactions. It has a drive-through window. It also has 

500 safe deposit boxes and is handicapped accessible. The proposed locaticm i8 � free standing building 

with its own parking facilities. The ability to provide safe deposit boxes and to make certain improvement 

to the site are both subject to separate approvals by the Division.3 
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As stated in the various documents filed on this matter, the Credit Union, which was founded in 

1928, seeks to serve the financial needs of the Portuguese speaking community.4 Its efforts in Cambridge 

and Somerville to serve this population are offered as evidence of its intent. Those efforts, it states, resulted 

in individuals and community groups in Lowell to seek this expansion by the establishment of a branch 

office within Lowe11.5 

At the public hearing, the Credit Union testified that within three miles of the proposed branch 

office is a population of 8,000 people of Portuguese descent. Of more significance is the fact that 

approximately one-half of this population is located within one mile of the proposed branch office. This 

neighborhood contains a significant number of low to moderate income households.6 The Credit Union 

offers that consistent with its corporate objective and membership by-laws, the Portuguese population of 

Lowe11 is within its sphere of operation. 

As stated in the application and emphasized at the public hearing, the ability of nearly all 

employees and directors of the Credit Union to speak Portuguese is a vital component to its services to its 

membership. The feature a11ows the Credit Union to serve as a resource to its members on a11 potential 

financial transactions and not just deposit and withdrawal activities. 

4 

Cambridge Portuguese's membership bylaw provides in pertinent part: "Membership in this corporation is limited 

to persons of Portuguese descent or extraction by birth or marriage ... " 
5 

The record contains a number of written and oral comments from local Portuguese business, social, ethnic and 

community groups in support of this application. 
6 

See, Federal census tract data for census tracts 3 1 19. 00 through 3 121.00. The Division also notes that the Credit 

Union's bylaw on its corporate object targets this population segment. Section 2 provides: "The object of this 

Credit Union is ... for the promotion of thrift among its members by the accumulation of their savings in small 

amounts and the loaning of such accumulations to its members only for provident purposes at a moderate rate of 

interest." 



The Credit Union also offers the expressions of support and requests for its expansion to Lowell 

submitted with the application and provided at the public hearing
7
• The record of the proceeding clearly

reflects the support of this application from the Portuguese community in Lowell. At the public hearing 

numerous references were made to the convenience of the site of the proposed branch office being located 

at the border of "Little Portugal" in Lowell. Staff of the Division are familiar with both the site and its 

proximity to the Portuguese community in Lowell. 

The various documents submitted and testimony given support the Credit Union in seeking to 

establish this branch office. Those documents note the fact that �pproximately 130 existing members of the 

Credit Union live or work within the Greater Lowell area. That fact, plus the requests for expanded credit 

union services from entities within the community serve as the basis for the Credit Union's application. 

Those factors, it argues, reflect the fact that it is not seeking to adversely affect competition in the service 

area but to provide services to those individuals of Portuguese �xtraction who for cultural or· economic 

reasons may not be conducting financial services with banking entities. Accordingly, it views the 

application as a natural extension and consistent with its objectives as a credit union. 

The financial resources and characteristics of the Credit Union have been considered in conjunction 

with this proposal to establish a branch office. In particular, the Division analyzed the impact the 

transaction would have on the capital or surplus of an institution if the proposal were not to be successful. 

Projections of the applicant, which in this case shows losses of approximately $400,000.00 during the first 

two years of operating the branch office, if approved, are helpful in this process. The Division's financial 

7 

The Credit Union submitted petitions with over 400 signatures of individuals supporting the establishment of the 

proposed branch. Local credit unions also indicated support of the proposed branch. A letter of support was also 

submitted by U. S. Congressman Martin Meehan. Favorable oral testimony was given by State Representative 

Kevin J. Murphy. 
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analysis reflects that Cambridge Portuguese's surplus position exceeds any regulatory requirements and has 

grown at a constant level which is above their peer group.
8 

That growth also clearly reflects earnings 

strength cf the Credit Union's assets. The cost -�o lease the proposed site and to make it operational by the 

Credit Union have also been factored into the Division's calculati.onson the financial impact of the proposed 

transaction. Based on the review of these various financial criteria, the Division finds that fiscal strength of 

the Credit Union is supportive of the application to establish a branch office. 

Anocher component of the Division's consideration of an application to establish an additional 

banking office is the ability of an institution's management to successfully operate multiple fat:ilities and to 

handle anticipated growth. The Division has found management is able tc handle the additional 

responsibilities that could result from increased membership and operations. The limited issues raised by 

this singular application for an additional branch \)ffice do not, in and of themselves� lead to a different 

conclusion on the abilities of the managemt>nt of an expanded Credit Union. 

The Credit Union also presents as support of its application the return of a banking facility to the 

community. The office at 90 Central Street, Lowell had been a branch office of a commercial bank until 

1995. Therefore, it offers that the banking public in that area looking for an additional banking option will 

find the site a convenient location and the Credit Union, if they qualify for membership, a viable alternative. 

8 
The Division notes that in 1993, Cambridge Portuguese received a $1,511,420 capital infusion from the 

Corporation to assist the credit union to obtain federal share insurance from the NCUSIF. The Credit Union's 

capital infusion agreement with the Corporation contemplates voluntary repayment of this donated capital. It has 

been the Division's long-standing position that credit unions that received capital infusions from the Corporation 

during the period of 1991-1994 in order to obtain NCUSIF insurance clearly have a moral, if not legal or 

enforceable, obligation to repay such sums, 1f their financial condition permits. Cambridge Portuguese is expected 

to make a good faith effort to repay the Corporation for the benefit of its member credit unions. In any future 

application for expansion, the Division's financial analysis may deduct any outstanding capital infusion from the 
Credit Union's surplus or capital if its moral obligation to repay the Corporation is ignored. 



In its various filings, the Credit LTn;on has adequately addressed the issue of net new benefits which 

will result from the transaction. As previous!} noted, that standard is set out in a banking law provision, 

General Laws chapter 167C, section 3. However, since shortly afler that provision was added to the statute, 

the Division administratively incorporated it in the application governing branching by credit unions. In 

this matter, Cambridge Portuguese points out that restoring the location to active use will provide several 

benefits to the business area of Lowell. Additionally, it wili create jobs for ten people in six full time and 

four part time positions, under current plans. Renovations to the property, although not extens,ve, will also 

provide capital investments. I\ioreover, as set out in the d0cuments fiied, the establishment of the branch 

office will further enhance the ability of the Credit Union to deliver its prvducts and sen ices while alsu 

,evidencing its commitment to the local Portuguese community. 

The Division's analysis of competition among financial institutions in the Commonwealth is clearly 

evidenced by and impacted by the following statistics on the state-chartered banking system and the 

operation of federally-chartered institutions within the Commonwealth. As of year end 1997, there were 

332 state-chartered banks and credit unions operating ir! Massachu:;etts. In addition to the main offices 

reflected by each of those institutions, there were an additional 979 branch offices from which those banks 

and credit unions conducted their business. Those 1,311 brick and mortar banking offices do not include 

additional banking offices operated by federally-chartered banks and credit unions headquartered in the 

Commonwealth. An additional opportunity to conduct banking services is provided by the 3,647 shared 

automated teller machines ("ATMS") operating in the Commonwealth. A significant number of additional 

proprietary non-shared A TMs located at existing banking offices also provide twenty-four hour banking 

options to the banking public of the Commonwealth and are not reflected in the prior A TM totals. 

7 
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The preceding figures clearly reflect the Division's general position that the Commonwealth's 

citizens benefit from ample banking facilities from which to choose to conduct their banking business. 

Absent significant adverse financial, managerial, CRA or other c,)untervailing factors, financial institutions 

should be generally free to make what is essentially a business decision to compt!te by branching into a new 

market or area. This standard is uniformly applied Dy the Division to both banks and credit unions. The 

branch application review process is required by law for th!;! purpose for preserving the financial safety and 

soundness of individual institutions and the industr; us a \Vhole.
9 

These c0nsiderations benefit the public in

various ways. The most important regulatory criteria is that competition wiJI not suffer through a 

concentration of banking services. A proposed tran�action which increases the number of competitors in a 

market is unlikely to eliminate or substantially diminish cc•mpetition and thereby warrant disapproval of a 

transaction. To the extent that competition remains and is increased, additional public benefits should 

result and continue to occur over time.. Th 1)se benf;f1ts may be evidenced by increased options for 

conducting one's banking business; different produci.s and services offered; different loan rates and service 

fees to be charged; the hours available to do busir,ess: capital improvement to the facilities in which the 

public will do its banking; and numerous other mea11s by which business is conducted. 

The application before the Division meets the criteria set out above. The Division finds that 

competition will be increased by the addition of a banking office of the Credit Union in Lowell and that the 

banking public in the area will benefit. The fact that an office of a financial institution will be opened in a 

market where it currently has customers in and of itself will not unreasonably affect competition in the 

Division's analysis. Therefore, factors relative to the competitive impact of the transaction do not preclude 

approval of the application. 

9 
The concept that competitive considerations are intended to ensure that other financial institutions'market shares are 

preserved fell into regulatory disfavor when deposit and interest rates were deregulated in the early 1980's. 



As part of any application or matter berore the Division for an approval, the petitioning institution's 

performance under CRA is a critical factor. Only a few .;tates Rpply CRA to matters affecting credit unions. 

The Division has always applied the provisions of the Commonwealth's CRA statute, section 14 of chapter 

167 of the General Laws and now its implementing regulation 209 CMR 46.00 et seq., to credit unions since 

the law is clear on that issue. Moreover, the Division's emphasis on an institution's CRA evaluation on the 

reg..ilatory approval process has been clearly articulated in. Regniatory Bulletin 2-1 101. A review of the 

record of Cambridge Portuguese's performance under CRA shows that it received a public rating of 

"Satisfactory" in the Division's analysis of its record as of May 199?. That re\ iew considered the> 

characteristics of the Credit Union itself and the laws. under which it operates. 
10 

Accordingly, the analysis 

of Cambridge Portuguese's CRA performance, which is ah0'1e and beyond that to which federally-chartered 

credit unions are subject to, does not preclude apprcval of this appiication to establish a branch office in 

Lowell. 

Opposition to the application focused on public convenience and advantage and :::c-mµetition, <1.S 

impacted by the tax status of credit unions in general. Arguments against the petition were made by 

banking industry trade groups and a local banker. On the criteria of public convenience and advantage, the 

opposition noted that the products and services to be provided by Cambridge Portuguese are already readily 

available from several financial institutions based or operating m the service area. The proximity of banks 

to the proposed site was also presented to negate the convenience argument. Moreover, testimony detailed 

the long-standing,active efforts of local banks to provide services and personnel which could directly assist 

their Portuguese customers From its CRA examinations of several Lowell institutions, the Division is 

aware of and officially recognizes and applauds the significant outreach efforts of these local financial 

10 
It is important to note that federally-charteredcredit unions currently are not subject to the federal CRA statute. 

9 
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institutions. Tht>se efforts include but are not lim 1ttd to rranslati011 services, bilingual disclosures and basic 

banking products. Competitive arguments in opposition to the application focused on the liumber of 

financial institutiL'ns in the service area and the c0mpeti1 ive arlvantag-! resulting from the ciifferent taxation 

status b�tween banks and credit unions. 

The principal factvr outside the bank regulator)' p1ocess which has stirred inter-in<lustryoppositil,n 

to this and recent applications by credit unicns is their tax �tutu:.. Tht� oppositicn by banks and their trade 

· ·associations to these cfedit union applications is ignited by the fac� that state and federally-chartered credit

unions ?0cated in Massachusetts are not subject to taxation by the Common'wealth and the.! federal 

government. These tax policies produce, �n the ey�s of the b,rnks, a signifi�ant economic disadv:-mtage in 

an increasifJgly competitive financial services indusrry In sum, these !ocal community banks, maPy of 

whcm are in mutual form like credit •u�i•:--:1s, foe� the daily rec<Jgnition that a competing credit unio::11s 

operations and bottom line are enhanced by its non-tax stJtus. 

The Division has judiciously avoided commentjng on th 1<; divisive taxation issue in the past.
1 ! 

As a 

matter of law. it is not a reviewable reguiatory far.tor for the Division under the credit union branching 

statute. As such neither this Decision nor futu:e applic2.tions by credit unions may be decided on this issue. 

Nevertheless, the Division understands the concern of the banking industry in terms of the larger issue of an 

apparent disparity in the taxation of different financial institutions. 
12 

The issue of taxation is well beyond

11 
See Decision Relative to the Application of Pittsfield G. E. Employees' Credit Union, Pittsfield, Massachusects to 

Amend its By-laws Governing Associations which Qualify Persons/or Membership, (August 13, l 992)(written 
Decisions did not discuss the taxation issue in order to emphasize that the situation existed as a matter of !aw and was 
beyond the direct ability or jurisdiction of the Division to address); Decision Relative to the Application of Pittsfield 

G.E Employees'Credit Union, Pittsfield, Massachusetts to Ar-,end its By-law'i to Change both the Name of the Credit
Union and the Associations which Qualify Persons/or Membership. (February 25, 1994) at 8.
12 

The Division also acknowledges that state-chartered credit unions do not possess the same range of powers 
enjoyed by state-chartered banks. For example, the broad express or ''incidental" powers provisions enjoyed by 
banks are not found in chapter 171 of the General Laws. See G. L. c. l67F, s.2. 

10 



the jurisdiction or the statutory crite1 ia that the Div i:;ic,n has to review and weigh in deciding upon various 

credit union applications. The taxation of credit unions is dearly outside this proceeding or the Division's 

regu!atory domain. The ultimate decisicn 011 this issue lies with legislators on Beaco'l Hill 2.r1d Capitol 

Hill a� a matter of public and tax policy 13 On a ca�:e b)· case basis, the Division recognizes that future 

applications may be challenged on certain grounds. The basis oi any such challenge, however, must be 

germane to the application at issue and mt.st be based on c;;tatutOG' or reguiatory criteria vver which the 

Division �as jurisdiction. Any additional rev1ew p1 occd'.!rc-s to be implemented by the Divi:;ion \Vill 

cons;der the m•erits of the oppo:,ition in iight of controlling legal criteria. 

Accordingly, based upon these extended reviews of thl.! several standards on which the application 

was analyzed, c-onsideration of all c;omments and filiI.g•; en the rccurd. of this matter dnd a determination 

that all requirements of Massachusetts Ger.er:il Ldws chaptc:r I 71, �ection 8 and adm in ist!"ative mand:ttes of 

the Division have been met, approval is hereby granted the Credit Un.iori to e<;tablish and maintain a branch 

office at 290 Central Street in Lowell provided the branch c,ffice �hall b.;· opened within one y�ar of the date 

cf this Decision. The Crer.lit Union shall notify the Divis:on._ ir1 v:riting, of the <late on whi�h the br:rnch 

office commenced business. 

In conjunction with the petition to establish the branch -office, two related approvals are sought by 

the Credit Union. Both requests are triggered by provisions of General Laws chapter 171, section 75. 

Under one prov1si.on of that statute, a state-chartered credit v11ion i� required to obtain approval for 

expenditures greater than $10,000.00 during a specified period for improvements to property leased to 

transact its business. Cambridge Portuguese seeks to invest up to $90,000.00 in capital and leasehold 

13 
The Division's position was recently stated in the record of a public hearing held on June 10, 1998 on a application 

of Telephone Workers Credit Union to open a branch in Stoneham. The application was challenged by local banks 

and a joint trade group task force partly on the basis of the taxation issue. 

11 
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improvements at the 290 Central Street location. A �tate-chartered credit union also needs the approval of 

the Division under said section 75 to �stablish and maintain safe deposit boxes. As a former branch office 

.)f a financial institution, there are 500 safe deposit boxc2 i11 pla�e at the 290 Central Street site and 

Cambridge Portuguese seeks to provide storage and rental of the box.es to it� members. 

Based upon :J review of the appli�able provisions of law: the amounts in r�sen e and surplus 

ac,;ounts l)f the Credit Union; and pursuant to s�ction 75 of d1a�·t�.:- i 71 cf the Genernl I...av,s, J hereby grant 

to Cambridge Portu£,uese the foiiowin5 actditiona'.. approval�: (l) to expend ,up to $ 190,0CJ.OO on 

improvements tc the branch office at 290 Central Street, provid?d that any amount to he spent in excess of 

that amounr. shall reqmre the prior: written aprroval of the Division: and (2) to establish and mair.tain the 

existing safe deposit boxes at the location; provided that :th� Crt!d;t Union complies with the provisions of 

General Laws chapter l 58: section 17 and �09 CMR ,G.00 e1. �·eq., provided, further, that the number of 

safe d�posit boxes at this location shall not be increased w.ithotJt t1ri0r written approvHI of tbe Division. 

;\pproval is also hereby granted !)Ursuant to tht! prnvisi011s of ivfa.ssachusett3 Gcr:.end Law� chapter 

167B, sections 3 and •l for the Credit Union m operatt:-'share an electronic branch ("ATM") at the above 

address provided su�h �ctivity begins within ore year from the bel0w date. As indicated in the application, 

the ATM will be shared on the PLUS and NYCE networks. The Credit Union's written notice to the 

Division of the date of the branch office openin6 or a subsequent respcnse to the Division's MIS Unit, 

should include the ATM identifier number and the date on which the ATM commenced operation. 

June 26, 1998 
Date 

F:\admin\cob\carr.por.dec 
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